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Max Aita is the Head Coach of Team Juggernaut Weightlifting. He has been in-
volved in the sport of weightlifting as both a coach and an athlete for over 20 
years. As an athlete, Max spent the majority of his career learning from some of 
the best coaches in the world, including Steve Gough (USA), Ivan Abadjiev (BUL),
and Boris Sheiko (RUS), training in the American, Russian and Bulgarian systems.

As a coach, Max has put his knowledge and experience in the sport to practice by 
developing some of the best athletes in the United States. He is the only current 
coach in the country to produce 3 separate Senior American Record holders.

- His coaching accomplishments also include:
- Senior American Open Champions and Medalists 
- Senior National Champions and Medalists 
- Pan-Am Medalist
- World Team Member
- Senior American Record Holders
- Masters National Champions
- Masters World Champions
- Masters World Games Champions
- Masters World Record Holders

Other works written by Max include:    
- Weightlifting Technique Triad: Exercise Classification & Selection 
- Beginner’s Guide to Weightlifting
- Strength Development for Weightlifting

about the author

https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/weightlifting-technique-triad/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/beginners-guide-to-weightlifting/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/strength-development-for-weightlifting-2/
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The snatch is a unique lift for many reasons, one of which is its ability to attract 
people to the sport of weightlifting. While CrossFit is correctly attributed with 
growing the sport of weightlifting over the past decade, weightlifting can also 
speak for itself. As a form of self-promotion, the snatch is the sport’s best com-
mercial. I have heard countless stories from athletes and coaches alike describ-
ing the first time they saw someone perform the snatch and how that experience 
yoked them to the sport for life. My own experience was no different. Watching 
the 1996 Atlanta olympics on TV was my first exposure to weightlifting, and see-
ing Niam Süleymanoglu snatch 147.5kg at 60kg body weight was an experience I 
will never forget.

introduction
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To perform the snatch one must have the necessary strength, power, and force to 
lift the barbell from the floor directly into an overhead position. Although it is 
primarily performed by those competing in weightlifting, the snatch is also an 
effective tool for developing athletic qualities in other sports such as shot put, 
bobsled, strongman and CrossFit. In order to address a variety of training goals 
and experience levels, this manual has three parts. Since technical proficiency is 
the first step to using the snatch as an effective training tool, it makes up the first 
part of the manual. This part is composed of key technique elements of the snatch 
and a progression that breaks the movement down into different parts so that 
each portion of the snatch can be developed individually. From there we offer a 
beginner’s program that will help to solidify technique once the snatch 
progression has been mastered.

The final part addresses programming the snatch for an intermediate lifter. This 
part explains how technical weaknesses determine exercise selection and how to 
effectively apply those exercises in training through the use of different training 
blocks. Due to the nature of this manual, programming considerations are 
specific to the snatch, with general training principles only mentioned briefly. 
A more comprehensive overview of programming principles can be found in 
The Scientific Principles of Strength Training and Strength Development for 
Weightlifting.

https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/scientific-principles-of-strength-training/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/strength-development-for-weightlifting-2/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/strength-development-for-weightlifting-2/
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The first step to both learning and developing skill in the snatch is a proper 
understanding of the movement. The snatch is divided into five phases based on 
the different tasks the lifter must perform in order to execute the lift 
efficiently. Although the pictures helpfully demonstrate each phase, readers 
should focus on replicating what the lifters are doing in each phase, rather than 
how they look while doing it. Individual differences such as height, limb length, 
and mobility restrictions individualize the expression of each phase despite 
accomplishing the same goal when performed efficiently. In other words, the 
demands of each phase must be accomplished by the lifter in order to maximize 
efficiency of the lift, but what this actually looks like will depend on the lifter. I am 
often asked which lifter’s technique is the best to watch and study in order to

Key Technique Elements of 
the Snatch

part 1
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improve in the snatch and my answer always depends on who is asking. For 
example, a 6 foot tall lifter with long legs will not be well-served by trying to make 
their snatch look like Niam Süleymanoglu’s snatch, but they will be well-served by 
executing each phase in the same way as Niam.

1. Start position 
The start position is important because it sets up everything that follows in the 
rest of the lift. The start position below will likely be comfortable and effective for 
most lifters, but there is room for individual modification if necessary. Lifters new 
to the snatch should follow the instructions as written, making adjustments only 
when it is clear that the standard start position is not working. The main points of 
performance are:
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1) FEET: Place the feet between the hips or shoulder-width apart, toes 
pointed forward or slightly out and bodyweight balanced over the middle of the 
foot. Placing the feet under the hips maximizes the ability to generate an effective 
explosion at the top of the pull.  Bodyweight should stay mid-foot during the start 
position to ensure balance and proper use of the legs.

2) BARBELL: The barbell should start just above the balls of the feet. From this 
position the lifter will squat down to grip the barbell so that their shins are 
touching the barbell. The barbell needs to start above the balls of the feet to 
ensure the legs can generate enough power from the ground and to allow for the 
bar to travel inward towards the body with the initiation of the lift.

3) SHOULDERS: Shoulders should be directly on top or slightly in front of the 
barbell when viewed from the side. How high or low the hips are set in the start 
position is determined by the placement of the bar under the balls of the feet and 
the shoulders on top, or slightly in front, of the bar.
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While the execution of the points above are universal, limb length and overall 
body proportion plays a role in how each lifter’s start position will look. 
For example, longer limbed lifters may have a slightly higher hip position and a 
more inclined torso than the above picture. This puts the shoulders on top of the 
barbell and often results in a fairly vertical shin position. Conversely, a lifter with a 
relatively longer torso and shorter limbs may need their hips slightly lower in 
order to get their shoulders on top of the barbell, resulting in an inclined shin 
position. Finally, grip width in the snatch is determined by placing the hands wide 
enough so that when a lifter is holding the barbell at arms length, the bar sits in 
front of their hips or at the top of their thigh. This placement of the barbell at the 
hips puts the bar in the best possible position to generate power at the end of 
the pull.

2. 1st pull 
The first pull is the movement of the barbell from the floor up to the knees and 
sets up the explosion phase of the lift. The main points of performance are:
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1) PUSH THROUGH THE LEGS: The lift begins by pushing the floor away from 
the body while staying balanced over the midfoot.

2) KNEES MOVING BACK: If the legs are used properly off the floor, the knees 
will move backward and out of the trajectory of the barbell. Ideally, by the time 
the bar reaches the kneecap, the shins should be perpendicular to the floor.

3) BACK ANGLE: Proper use of the legs from the start should result in a 
relatively constant back angle until the bar reaches the kneecaps. At this point the 
shoulders may move slightly in front of the barbell to compensate for the bar 
traveling inwards.
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3. 2nd pull and explosion 
The second pull begins after the bar passes the knee and ends when the bar 
makes contact with the hips, which imparts the last instance of velocity onto the 
barbell. The second pull and explosion phase are broken down into the following 
positions. The main points of performance are:
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1) THE READJUSTMENT: The knees will readjust under the barbell as it is 
pulled into the power position from the first pull. During this shifting of the knees, 
feet should remain flat on the ground, with weight still in the midfoot, and the 
shoulders should stay on top of the barbell.

2) THE POWER POSITION: The lifter continues the pull by extending the hips, 
reaching the power position once the barbell is at the hip crease with bent knees 
and an upright torso. Body weight should remain midfoot with feet flat on the 
ground as the lifter moves into the power position. 

3) THE EXPLOSION AND CONTACT: From the power position the lifter brings 
their hips and the barbell into contact through an explosive extension of the 
ankles, knees, hips, and low back which delivers power to the barbell. 
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4. the turnover 
The turnover, and subsequent squat under the barbell, occur as the bar is reaching 
its maximum height. These movements are aggressive and very dynamic. 
To initiate the turnover, the lifter uses their arms and upper back to actively pull 
against the barbell as they squat down into their catch position. The main points 
of performance are:
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1) ACTIVE UPPER BODY: Arms and upper back should actively pull against the 
bar to initiate the turnover as the lifter squats down to the catch position. Pulling 
against the bar helps the lifter maintain a feel for the bar, preventing it from 
looping away from the lifter’s body after the explosion phase.

2) ACTIVE FOOTWORK: Lifting the feet off the platform as the lifter squats 
under the barbell will improve the speed of the hips into the squat and directly 
improve the speed under the barbell.

3) MOVE THE HIPS DOWN: Actively moving the hips down into the squat 
position will increase speed in the turnover of the barbell.
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5. CATCH 
In the catch phase, the lifter is in their deepest squat position, locking their 
elbows to secure the barbell overhead. The main points of performance are
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1) BAR BEHIND HEAD: Ideally, when viewed from the side, the bar will be 
positioned behind the head with the shoulders slightly internally rotated to help 
position the bar above the upper back.

2) FOOT PLACEMENT: Foot placement should be outside of the hips with toes 
and knees tracking in the same plane and bodyweight over the midfoot. Feet may 
be turned out or straight depending on preference, but it is important for the 
knees and feet to track together.

3) TORSO POSTURE: Hips should be set back with the torso in a relatively 
vertical position. This allows the lifter to remain balanced over the mid foot with 
the barbell overhead.
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Below is a series of technical drills for beginners learning how to snatch. These 
drills break the movement down into simple parts in an easy to learn progression. 
For beginners this progression should be practiced for each snatch workout until 
the lifter can complete all the steps of the progression with an empty barbell and 
relatively consistent technique. Although these drills are performed with an 
empty barbell in the video, some beginners may need to start with either a 
non-standard bar (10-25lbs barbell) or a PVC pipe. The weight of the implement 
should be chosen based on the lifter’s ability to perform the drills correctly. As the 
lifter progresses, weight should be added until the lifter is using their standard 
competition bar.

how to Snatch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mGeW1O3C6rI&t
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1) FIND YOUR GRIP WIDTH
- Lift knee to 90 degrees
- Place bar in hip crease
- Adjust hand placement so arms are straight shoulders are neutral and bar is in  
  front of hip crease
- Adjust grip in/out to lower or raise bar position
- Bar should be below hip bones but above pubic bone, should only contact soft 
  tissue
- Assume power position, soft knees, shoulders over bar with snatch grip

Deviations from this are certainly possible but not ideal. Too wide of a grip will 
make holding the bar overhead that much more difficult because there is less 
range of motion for the lifter to balance in. A very narrow grip, while more stable 
than a wide grip, is much less efficient because the lifter has to move the bar 
further during the pull.

1 2
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2) MUSCLE SNATCH
- Hold barbell with regular snatch grip
- Feet between hip and shoulder width apart 
- Start from power position, soft knees, shoulders above barbell
- Initiate drive through legs to full extension, end with legs locked out
- Continue elbow drive upward ONLY, no “flip and press”
- Shoulders remain above barbell throughout pull
- Shoulders rotated internally bar behind head
- 5 reps

1

2 3
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3) OHS (OVERHEAD SQUAT)
- Start with bar in overhead position with snatch grip
- Feet between hip and shoulder width apart, toes pointed out
- Maintain upper back stability, shoulders slightly internally rotated
- Initiate squat from hips/knees together
- Knees track with toes
- Keep shoulders actively pushing into bar
- Maintain a neutral spine throughout movement 
- 5 reps

1

2
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4) DROP SNATCH
- Start with snatch grip, bar on upper back
- Feet hip to shoulder width apart
- Elbows start under bar
- From flat feet, Press UP into bar before initiating drop into squat
- Lift feet and drive hips down, lockout  “hands and feet together”
- Maintain a neutral spine and upper back tightness
- 5 reps

1

2 3
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5) TALL SNATCH (MUSCLE SNATCH INTO SQUAT)
- Hold barbell with snatch grip
- Feet between hip and shoulder width apart 
- Start from standing position, shoulders above bar
- Elbows drive UP pulling under, hips move DOWN into squat
- Bar “flips” into position at bottom of squat, feet stay on floor
- Keep shoulders actively pushing into bar
- 5 reps

1

2 3
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6A) CONTACT DRILL
- Assume power position with snatch grip, flat feet, soft knees,
  shoulders above bar
- Hinge over and lower bar to knee level
- Relax lats let bar sweep forward under shoulders
- Stand up and sweep bar back toward body
- Contact hip, drive elbows up, shoulders remain over barbell
- Elbows stay over wrists, knuckles stay down
- 5 reps

1

5

2

3 4
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6B) CONTACT DRILL + TALL SNATCH
- Combine the contact drill with tall snatch
- Move feet to squat position approximately shoulder width
- After contact elbows drive UP while pulling body under, hips move DOWN into   
  squat simultaneously 
- Bar “flips” into position at bottom of squat, feet stay on floor
- Keep shoulders actively pushing into bar
- 5 reps

1 2

3 4

5 6
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6C) SNATCH FROM HANG
- Combine previous steps with fast foot movement from drop snatch
- Bar stays in contact with thighs 
- After contact elbows drive UP while pulling body under, hips move DOWN into 
  squat simultaneously 
- Bar “flips” into position at bottom of squat, while feet stomp down 
- Lift feet and drive hips down, lockout = “hands and feet together” 
- 5 reps

1 2

3 4

5
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7) START POSITION + FIRST PULL
- Feet hip to shoulder width apart 
- Place balls of feet under barbell, bodyweight mid foot
- Shins touching bar, knees tracking with toes
- Shoulders on top of knees or on top of bar
- Initiate movement with push from legs
- Back angle remains consistent, knees move back shoulders move up
- Stop at the power position, knees soft, shoulders on top of bar, feet flat
- 5 reps

1 2

3
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8) HIGH PULL
- Feet hip to shoulder width apart 
- Place balls of feet under barbell, bodyweight mid foot
- Shins touching bar, knees tracking with toes
- Shoulders on top of knees, or on top of bar
- Initiate movement with push from legs
- Back angle remains consistent, knees move back, shoulders move up
- As bar passes knees, continue to stand and make contact with hip, elbows rise 
  up high above wrists, shoulders stay above barbell
- 5 reps

1 2

3
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9) CLASSIC SNATCH
- Combine all steps together 
- Assume start position
- Initiate 1st pull with legs, back angle remains constant
- As bar passes knees stand up and sweep bar back
- After contact elbows drive UP while pulling body under, hips move DOWN into 
  squat simultaneously 
- Bar “flips” into position at bottom of squat, while feet stomp down 
- Lift feet and drive hips down, lockout = “hands and feet together” 
- 5 reps

1 2

3 4

5 6
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movement
patterning & mobility

90/90 BREATHING & BRACING
- Use hamstrings to raise hips off ground
- Low back flush against the floor
- Breathe in through nose, filling low back > stomach > chest
- Hold air in for 3-5 count
- Breathe out through mouth with a forceful exhale like breathing through a straw
- Hold empty position for 3-5 count
- 5-8 Breaths 3 sets

squatting

1 2

Those who are completely new to snatching should spend most of their time with 
this portion of the manual. Snatch workouts should simply consist of a general 
warm-up (see page 46) and the above snatch progression. The progression can 
be performed for as many rounds and for as many sessions per week as desired. If 
a lifter has difficulty getting into any of the positions from the above progression 
due to mobility restrictions, see the list of our preferred mobility drills below.
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GOBLET SQUAT WITH ANKLE MOBILITY EMPHASIS
- Feet shoulder width apart, knees tracking with toes
- Squat down until ankle mobility is restricted
- Using tempo, pausing, find more range of motion (ROM) and work to get more 
  depth
- 8-10  reps  2-3 sets

1 2
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WALL SLIDES
- Feet Start 6-8” away from wall
- Elbows and wrists touching wall forearms vertical
- Keep moderate pressure against wall, sliding arms up and down
- Keep scapulas depressed, traps relaxed (no shrugging)
- 8-10 reps 2-3 sets

PRESSING

1 2
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HEEL ELEVATED BEHIND THE HEAD PRESS
- Elevate heels with plates or board (1-2”)
- Feet shoulder width apart, knees tracking with toes
- Keep back neutral sit into deep squat 
- Elbows down under bar, press into overhead squat
- 5-8 reps 3-4 sets

1 2
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SNATCH GRIP PRESS FROM FRONT FOOT ELEVATED (FFE)
HALF KNEELING POSITION
- Front foot elevated on bumper or block (3-6”) 
- Torso neutral, ribs down and pelvis locked in neutral position
- With snatch grip, lower elbows below bar, press into OHS position
- Stay neutral, keep ribs down and pelvis locked 
- 8-10 reps 2-3 sets

overhead mobility

1 2
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LYING SNATCH GRIP OVERHEAD REGRESSION
- Feet in squat position, knees bent >90 degrees
- Ribs down, back flat abs engaged
- With snatch grip, lower stick slowly to floor maintain ribs down then controlled   
  concentric 
- Use tempo and pausing to increase ROM 
- Overload with plate in the stick, move hips closer to wall
- 6-8 reps 2-3 sets

DEADBUGS W/ PRESSING INTO WALL
- Ribs down and low back flush against the floor arms reaching into wall
- Move with intention and control reach into wall with hands and keep ribs down
- Maintain neutral trunk position throughout
- 10 Reps 2-3 sets

1 2
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GLUTE BRIDGE
- Lay on floor ribs down, back neutral
- Brace the torso in neutral position and elevate hips off ground
- Weight remains on heels, squeeze glutes at top
- 10-15 reps 2-3 sets

hinging

1 2
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GOOD MORNING
- Start with a bar on the back of the shoulders
- Soft knees
- Hing at the hip until torso is parallel to the floor
- Keep bodyweight mid foot

1 2
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Once the lifter can consistently perform the above snatch progression using an 
empty barbell with technique similar to the videos, they should complete the 
snatch portion of the beginner’s program in the 
Beginner’s Guide to Weightlifting. 
If the lifter already has experience with the snatch, they may choose to skip this 
section and move to the intermediate snatch programming section. While there 
are plenty of guides out there that will teach the snatch, most of the 
programming offered is too advanced for someone still getting comfortable with 
a barbell in their hands. This program will help the lifter transition from learning 
the movement to being ready to start a more typical snatch program. 
The beginner’s program has a total of 21 sessions and while we recommend a 
frequency of 2-4 sessions a week, anywhere from 1-6 sessions per week will work. 
The most important part is to complete all 21 sessions before moving on to the 
intermediate section.

beginner's Snatch program

part 2

https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/beginners-guide-to-weightlifting/
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weight selection

Unless noted otherwise, the lifter should use between 50%-70% of their 
bodyweight for the snatch exercises. After each set, the lifter should feel as if 
they could have done at least two more repetitions. The goal for the beginner’s 
program is to learn and practice the different phases of the lifts. Position, timing, 
rhythm and technique are the main goals, not developing strength. Increasing the 
weight on the bar should be aimed toward providing adequate resistance so that 
technique can be practiced effectively.

wARM UP

Each session should begin with 5-10 minutes of relatively moderate to low 
intensity aerobic exercise. A stationary bike, rower, ski erg, jogging, jump rope 
or low impact calisthenics are all viable options. The main objective is to elevate 
heart rate, body temperature and increase circulation. This should be followed by 
one round of the above snatch progression, going from muscle snatch to classic 
snatch.
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program

A) Drop Snatch
     3 reps 4 sets

B) Snatch Deadlift
     4 reps 3 sets

C) Snatch Contact Drill
     2-3 reps 5-8 sets or 
     timecap of 12-15   
     minutes

D) Snatch from Hang
     Above the Knee
     3 reps 4-6 sets or
     time cap of 15-20 
     minutes

E) Box Jumps
     5 reps 3 sets

F) GPP
    Backward Med Ball  
    Throw
    10 throws
    Hanging Leg Raise
    10 reps 2-3 sets

A) Drop Snatch
     3 reps 4 sets

B) Snatch Deadlift
     5 reps 3 sets

C) Snatch Pull from 
    Above the Knee
     3 reps 3 sets

D) Snatch from Hang
     Above the Knee
     3 reps 4-6 sets

E) Box Jumps
     5 reps 3 sets

F) GPP
    Backward Med Ball  
    Throw
    10 throws
    Hanging Leg Raise
    10 reps 2-3 sets

A) Snatch Pull from
    Above the Knee
     3 reps 3 sets

B) Snatch from Hang  
    Above the Knee
     3 reps 5 sets
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A) Drop Snatch
     3 reps 4 sets

B) Snatch Deadlift
     5 reps 4 sets

C) Snatch Pull
     3 reps 3 sets

D) Snatch from Hang  
    Below the Knee
     3 reps 4-6 sets

E) Box Jumps
     5 reps 3 sets

F) GPP
    Backward Med Ball  
    Throw
    10 throws
    Hanging Leg Raise
    10 reps 2-3 sets

A) Snatch Pull
     2 reps 4 sets

B) Snatch from Hang  
    Below the Knee
     2 reps 4-6 sets or
     time cap of 15-20
     minutes

A) Drop Snatch
     3 reps 4 sets

B) Snatch Pull
     3 reps 4 sets

C) Snatch
     2 reps 5 sets

D) Box Jump
     5 reps 3 sets

E) GPP
    Backward Med Ball  
    Throw
    10 throws
    Hanging Leg Raise
    10 reps 2-3 sets 
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A) Snatch Pull
     3 reps 3 sets

B) Snatch from Hang  
    Below the Knee
     2 reps 5 sets

A) Drop Snatch
     3 reps 4 sets

B) Snatch Pull
     4 reps 4 sets

C) Snatch
     2 reps 6 sets

D) Box Jump
     5 reps 3 sets

E) GPP
    Backward Med Ball  
    Throw
    10 throws
    Hanging Leg Raise
    10 reps 2-3 sets

A) Snatch Pull
     3 reps 4 sets

B) Snatch
     1 rep 8 sets

A) Drop Snatch
     3 reps 4 sets

B) Snatch
     2 reps 5 sets

C) Box Jump
     5 reps 3 sets

D) GPP
    Backward Med Ball  
    Throw
    10 throws
    Hanging Leg Raise
    10 reps 2-3 sets

A) Snatch
     Warm-up and build
     to a maximum single

     Allow yourself no
     more than 2-3 
     misses at any one
     weight

B) Snatch from Hang  
    Below the Knee
     2 reps 4-6 sets or
     time cap of 15-20
     minutes

A) Snatch
     1 rep 6 sets

B) Snatch Deadlift
     5 reps 3 sets
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A) Drop Snatch
     3 reps 4 sets

B) Snatch from Hang  
    Above the Knee
     2 reps 5 sets

A) Snatch
     1 rep 10 sets

B) Snatch Pull
     3 reps 3 sets

C) Box Jump
     5 reps 2 sets

A) Drop Snatch
     3 reps 4 sets

B) Snatch from Hang  
    Below the Knee
     2 reps 4 sets

C) Snatch
     1 rep 5 sets

D) Snatch Pull
     2 reps 5 sets

E) Box Jump
     6 reps 2 sets 

A) Snatch
     1 rep 6 sets

B) Snatch Deadlift
     5 reps 3 sets

C) Box Jump
     5 reps 2 sets

A) Drop Snatch
     3 reps 4 sets

B) Snatch
     2 rep 4 sets

C) Box Jump
     6 reps 2 sets

A) Snatch
     1 rep 10 sets

B) Snatch Pull
     3 reps 3 sets

C) Box Jump
     5 reps 2 sets 

A) Drop Snatch
     3 rep 4 sets

B) Snatch
     2 reps 5 sets

C) Box Jump
     5 reps 3 sets

A) Snatch
     1 rep 5 sets

A) Snatch
     Warm-up and build
     to a maximum single

     Allow yourself no
     more than 2-3 
     misses at any one
     weight
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Once a lifter has completed the beginner’s program, they can either choose to 
repeat the program using heavier weights or move on to the intermediate 
section. The way we judge if a lifter is ready to move on is based on the 
stability of their technique, meaning that no lift looks drastically different than any 
other, and missed lifts generally occur due to the same 1-2 technical errors. 
Unstable technique is when each lift looks different than the previous one and 
misses arise from a variety of technical errors. If a lifter’s technique is unstable, we 
recommend repeating the beginner’s program.
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building an intermediate 
snatch program

part 3

The primary goal of this section is to demonstrate how to build a snatch program 
for the intermediate to advanced lifter. We will start by building workouts that 
focus on different elements of the snatch and then situate them within a training 
block. We suggest workouts with two different focuses: a classic snatch-focused 
workout and a weakness-focused workout. Since all lifters should perform the full 
snatch with some regularity, regardless of one’s technical errors, classic 
snatch-focused workouts consist of a general and specific warm-up, the full 
snatch, and snatch pulls. Weakness-focused workouts, on the other hand, are 
personalized to the technical needs of each lifter. After a general and specific 
warm-up, there are both specific and general exercises to help address technique 
errors. The section on exercise selection below will help the intermediate lifter 
identify their personal technique errors, and consequently which specific and 
general exercises to use to address them.

Lifters may choose to complete their snatch workout with other exercises such as 
squatting, non-snatch related pulling, and pressing. It is beyond the scope of this 
manual to address weightlifting programming holistically. If you are a beginner 
looking for a complete olympic weightlifting program, I recommend my book 
Beginner’s Guide to Weightlifting. For intermediates looking for a guide to 
programming strength exercises for weightlifting I recommend 
Strength Development for Weightlifting, and my forthcoming program design 
manual for weightlifting.

https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/beginners-guide-to-weightlifting/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/strength-development-for-weightlifting-2/
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order of exercises

- General Warm-up      
- Specific Warm-up      
- Skill Drill       
- Special Exercise    
- General Exercise

general warm-up

The general warm-up prepares the body to safely and efficiently move through a 
full range of motion and effectively execute all exercises in the day’s training plan. 
The general warm-up should elevate body temperature, improve blood flow to 
the areas of the body that will be used in the workout, increase heart rate, and 
prepare the body for the specific snatch warm-up drills to follow. 

Perform 5-10 minutes of relatively moderate to low intensity aerobic exercise. A 
stationary bike, rower, ski erg, jogging, jump rope or low impact calisthenics are 
all viable options. The main objective is to elevate heart rate, body 
temperature and increase circulation.
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The specific warm-up reinforces technical skill elements of the snatch. The specific 
warm-up also identifies issues such as mobility that were unaddressed in the 
general warm-up. This helps the lifter “feel out” the basic elements of the snatch 
with light weights.

specific barbell warm-up

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6H4ol7PURpE&t
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SNATCH GRIP RDL
The snatch grip RDL mimics the movement of the barbell in the middle of the pull 
and helps to create an ideal bar path as well as guide the lifter’s shoulders to stay 
above the bar during the pull.

- Hold the barbell with regular snatch grip
- Feet between hips and shoulder width apart 
- Brace the torso and depress the scapula
- Maintain lat engagement throughout the movement
- Hinge at the hip with controlled eccentric stopping below knee, shins remain 
  perpendicular throughout movement
- Maintain a neutral spine for the entire movement 
- 5 to 10 reps

1 2

3 4
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MUSCLE SNATCH
The muscle snatch emphasizes the proper use of the arms in the pull and turnover 
of the snatch.

- Hold the barbell with a regular snatch grip
- Feet between hips and shoulder width apart 
- Start from the power position, soft knees, shoulders above barbell
- Initiate drive through legs to full extension, end with legs locked out
- Continue elbow drive upward ONLY, no “flip and press”
- Shoulders remain above barbell throughout pull
- Shoulders rotated internally bar behind head
- 4-6 reps

1 2

3 4
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OVERHEAD SQUAT
Overhead Squats can serve to identify any mobility issues or problematic areas 
that may need more stretching or warm up prior to starting the training session.

- Start with bar in overhead position with snatch grip
- Feet between hips and shoulder width apart, toes pointed out
- Maintain upper back stability, shoulders slightly internally rotated
- Initiate squat from hips/knees together
- Knees track with toes
- Keep shoulders actively pushing into bar
- Maintain a neutral spine throughout movement 
- 5-8 reps

1 2
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TALL SNATCH (MUSCLE SNATCH INTO SQUAT)
The tall snatch is a slow to medium speed movement that drills the action of 
pulling up against the bar while simultaneously squatting down. The slow speed of 
the tall snatch allows for greater feel and timing of the turnover.

- Hold the barbell with a snatch grip
- Feet between hips and shoulder width apart 
- Start from standing position, shoulders above bar
- Elbows drive UP while pulling body under, hips move DOWN into squat 
  simultaneously 
- Bar “flips” into position at bottom of the squat, feet stay on the floor
- Keep shoulders actively pushing into bar
- 5 reps 

If the lifter requires any extra mobility drills, these should be done now. A list of 
recommended mobility drills for the snatch can be found on page 30.

1 2

3 4
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While everyone who wishes to improve in the snatch must perform the full snatch 
with some regularity, not everyone benefits from performing the same snatch 
assistance exercises. Since each workout will consist of a skill drill, special, and 
general snatch exercise, lifters should make selections based on their technical 
weaknesses. Skill drills are performed with very light weights and help reinforce 
correct movement patterns. Special snatch exercises allow the lifter to add load 
to the snatch movement while using variations that directly target technical errors. 
General snatch exercises address deficits in strength, mobility and balance that 
may be contributing to a technical error. This section lists the most common 
technical errors in the snatch and identifies corresponding weakness-focused 
workouts best suited to correct them.

For self-coached lifters we recommend recording your snatch training on video in 
order to identify technical errors. The preferred way to identify technical errors is 
by performing the snatch at around 85% of 1RM. Videos should be taken from an 
angle at the side of the lifter, as demonstrated by the photo below.

EXERCISE SELECTION
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Skill Drill: (select based on weakness-focused workouts)
Special Exercise: Full Snatch
Special Exercise: Snatch Pull

For the classic-focused snatch workout, the snatch pull is programmed as a special 
exercise, and replaces the general exercise slot. For the weakness-focused 
workouts below, readers will note that the exercises suggested in the videos do 
not always align with what is suggested in this manual. This is because the videos 
make suggestions for both the snatch and clean, and apply to intermediate and 
advanced lifters. The recommendations in this manual are specific to the snatch 
and are more targeted toward early intermediate lifters. We recommend following 
the special and general exercise recommendations in this manual, but advanced 
lifters may choose the exercises in the videos as well.

CLASSIC SNATCH WORKOUT
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BAR CRASHING
Bar crashing in the snatch means that there is lag time between the highest point 
of the bar during the pull, and the lowest point of the bar during the catch. If 
the turnover is not well-timed, the bar may crash on the lifter resulting in either a 
press out or a miss in front or behind.

1. Skill Drill: Tall Snatch 
- The tall snatch reinforces the connection to the barbell during the squat under
- Practice the movement with intent to keep pulling UP as you squat down
- Learn and develop timing between pulling and catching the bar

2. Special Exercise: Power Snatch 
- The power snatch reinforces a fast transition between pulling and catching the 
  barbell
- Use power snatches to improve speed and aggression during the turnover

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-810VTmwgg4
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3. Special Exercise: Snatch Balance
- The snatch balance reinforces a fast transition under the bar and the quick 
  lockout of the barbell in the squat
- Use the snatch balance to improve speed and aggression during the 
  turnover and catch

4. General Exercises: Sots Press
- Develops general strength in the overhead position
- Improves position-specific flexibility in the catch and overhead position

POWER MORE THAN FULL
Although it doesn’t always result in a missed lift, power snatching more than one 
full snatches is still considered a technical error because the lifter could lift more 
weight in the snatch if they caught the bar in a lower position. The exercises 
below help correct this error in two different ways. The first is by helping the lifter 
feel comfortable in their full bottom position with heavy weights in the overhead 
position. The second is by focusing on the rapid change of direction that occurs 
once the bar is pulled to its maximum height.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X29iE-jYYSo&t
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1. Skill Drill: Drop Snatch 
- The drop snatch emphasizes the speed and coordination of the catch 
- Fast foot movement and timing between the hands and feet can be emphasized 
  to build confidence and skill for the classic snatch

2. Special Exercise: Snatch from Hang Above the Knee 
- Positioning the bar above the knee reduces the time to accelerate the barbell.  
  This forces the lifter to emphasize moving under the barbell rapidly 
- Lowering the bar to the hang position additionally loads the low back and 
  allows a better position for practicing the explosion phase of the lift

3. Special Exercise: Snatch Balance
- The snatch balance reinforces a fast transition under the bar and the quick lock
  out of the barbell in the squat
- Use the snatch balance to improve speed and aggression during the turnover 
  and catch

4. Special Exercise: Overhead Squat (OHS) 
- Develops overall strength in the catch position 
- Builds confidence with heavier weights than the lifter can snatch from the floor
- Improves technique and balance in the bottom position

5. General Exercise: Snatch Grip Press 
- Develops general strength in the upper back and shoulders
- Conditions the wrists, elbows, shoulders for heavy loads
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MISSING IN FRONT
Missing in the front occurs when the lifter is unable to fixate the weight overhead 
and the barbell falls in front of them. A common reason for missing in front is 
displacement of the feet, either forward or backward, from the start position to 
the catch position. This can cause a misalignment of the body and the barbell, 
resulting in a miss. Another reason is that the lifter does not keep their torso over 
the bar for long enough during the first and second pull, resulting in the shoulders 
being prematurely behind the bar. This places the lifter’s body 
behind the barbell during the turnover phase of the lift, which leads to the bar 
being left out in front of the lifter in the catch phase, resulting in a miss in front.

1. Skill Drill: Line Drills 
- The lifter should draw a line on the ground, either in front or behind their feet 
  depending on the direction they jump. Preventing the feet from crossing the line 
  creates immediate feedback for correct and incorrect movement of the feet 
- Use in conjunction with any snatch exercise to eliminate forward or backward 
  movement

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L184EnXCGdg
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2. Special Exercise: Snatch with no hook no feet 
- Removing the hook grip and the foot movement forces a more vertical trajectory 
  of the barbell
- The intensity limiting effect of the no hook no feet variation allows for better 
  technique development because the frequency of use can be high throughout 
  the week

3. General Exercise: Snatch Grip RDL 
- RDLs are used to develop general strength in the posterior chain
- Used to eliminate general weaknesses in the hamstring or low back that may 
  contribute to holding proper positions during the pull 
- Helps develop flexibility and position specific mobility

MISSING BEHIND (HIPS COMING UP TOO FAST)
If a lifter’s hips rise too fast in the initial lift from the floor, the barbell will tend to 
travel forward as a result. This forward movement of the barbell is 
counteracted by the lifter shifting their weight forward while leaning backward. 
This results in the hips moving toward the barbell in the explosion phase and a

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u8tta9dST_w
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1. Skill Drill: Line Drills 
- The lifter should draw a line on the ground, either in front or behind their feet 
  depending on the direction they jump. Preventing the feet from crossing the line 
  creates immediate feedback for correct and incorrect movement of the feet 
- Use in conjunction with any snatch exercise to eliminate forward or backward 
  movement

2. Special Exercise: Snatch with Pause at the Knee 
- Pause snatches break up the 1st pull and allow the lifter to reposition the barbell 
  and body back to the correct position 
- Pausing at the knee allows for better use of the legs in the second pull

3. General Exercise: Belt Squats 
- Having a large discrepancy between leg and back strength will contribute to the 
  butt rising too early in the pull 
- Belt squats help develop leg strength without developing back strength to the 
  same degree as barbell squats

looping effect in the trajectory of the bar. This usually ends in the barbell being 
“swung” behind the lifter. This issue is usually more common with people who 
have a strong back and weak legs as the reliance on the low back to perform the 
lift causes the hips to rise prematurely.
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JUMPING FORWARD
A lifter jumping forward during the snatch is often the result of prematurely low-
ering their hips and bringing them forward as the bar is passing the knee in the re-
adjustment phase. This early movement of the hips not only decelerates the bar, 
but it also results in a forward trajectory of the bar once it leaves the hips which 
forces the lifter to jump forward in order to stay under the bar in the catch phase.

1. Skill Drill: Line Drills 
- The lifter should draw a line on the ground, either in front or behind their feet 
  depending on the direction they jump. Preventing the feet from crossing the line 
  creates immediate feedback for correct and incorrect movement of the feet 
- Use in conjunction with any snatch exercise to eliminate forward or backward 
  movement

2. Special Exercise: Snatch with No Hook No Feet 
- Removing the hook grip and the foot movement forces a more vertical trajectory 
  of the barbell
- The intensity limiting effect of the no hook no feet variation allows for better

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FbW4Cjo8sBw
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  technique development because the frequency of use can be high throughout 
  the week

3. Special Exercise: Snatch from Block/Hang Below Knee 
- Helps develop coordination during the adjustment phase 
- Allows for focus on the transition phase without having to execute the entire lift 
  from the ground

4. General Exercise: Snatch Grip RDL 
- RDLs are used to develop general strength in the posterior chain
- Used to eliminate general weaknesses in the hamstring or low back that may 
  contribute to holding proper positions during the pull 
- Helps develop flexibility and position specific mobility

SCRAPING OR BLEEDING OF THE SHINS
Scraping the shins with the barbell during the snatch is not only quite painful but 
it can also indicate technical errors in the first pull. Excessive dragging against the 
shins often means the lifter is pulling their shoulders back too far as the bar leaves

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zje4OT8QF5A
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the ground and passes the knee. This may be caused by a lack of balance or 
stability in the start position which prevents the lifter from correctly using their 
legs. If a lifter feels as if they need to drag the bar against their shins in order to 
get it off the ground this is likely a sign they need to develop more lower back 
strength.

1. Skill Drill: Snatch with a Slow Start 
- Helps train the athlete to control the movement and use the correct muscle 
  groups to get the bar off the floor 
- Helps to create a tactile feel for the initial lift off the floor, transfering well to the 
  classic snatch

2. Special Exercise: Snatch with Pause at Knee 
- Pause snatches break up the 1st pull and allow the lifter to reposition the barbell 
  and body back to the correct position 
- Pausing at the knee allows for better use of the legs in the second pull

3. General Exercise: Snatch Grip RDL 
- RDLs are used to develop general strength in the posterior chain
- Used to eliminate general weaknesses in the hamstring or low back that may 
  contribute to holding proper positions during the pull 
- Helps develop flexibility and position specific mobility
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With these technical errors and exercises in mind, the lifter now has an idea of 
how to organize their weakness-focused workouts. If two errors are identified, the 
lifter should pick one error to work on as their primary weakness-focus and the 
second error as their secondary weakness-focus. Some technical errors have more 
than one special or general exercise listed. In these cases, lifters should choose 
one movement to stick with for a full four-week block before switching 
exercises. Now that the lifter has built out both a classic-focused and 
weakness-focused workout, the next section addresses how to program these 
workouts over the course of a training block in order to improve the snatch.
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Exercise application will often take the form of questions such as, “how heavy 
should I lift?” or “how many repetitions and sets should I do?” In order to answer 
these questions, we divide training into four components: intensity, volume, 
workout type and training effect. Intensity is how heavy a load is relative to the 
lifter’s maximum weight achieved in a lift. This means lifters will need to have 
a rough idea of their 1RM for the special exercises they have chosen. Intensity 
zones are the range of intensities that generally have a similar training effect. 
Volume is the total amount of work performed by a lifter for a given lift which can 
be measured in many different ways. Since we are primarily focused on how to 
program a snatch workout, volume is measured in two ways, by the number of 
repetitions per set and by the total amount of repetitions performed for a given 
exercise. Training effect is the result of performing a snatch exercise within a given 
intensity zone and volume range. 

Although we can define intensity and volume as separate components of training, 
their application in training must always be understood in relationship to each 
other. For example, telling an athlete to snatch 100% of their maximum weight for 
5 repetitions is by definition impossible. As shown below, intensity zones make 
possible a variety of repetition and set ranges, where intensity and volume are 
inversely related. The performance of different rep and set ranges within a given 
intensity zone produce different training effects. In general, the training effect 
increases as the number of reps per set increases. The tradeoff for this increased 
training effect is often technical breakdown as intra set fatigue increases as reps 
per set increase. With fewer repetitions per set there is less technical breakdown 
but a reduction in training effect. 

Striking the right balance between hard training and recovery requires us to use 
two different types of workouts. The two types of snatch workouts, maintenance

EXERCISE application
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and developmental, apply to both snatch-focused and weakness-focused 
workouts. A maintenance workout will have fewer reps per set and total reps than 
a developmental workout. A maintenance workout is meant to manage fatigue 
while contributing to the preservation of technical skills. A developmental 
workout will be overloaded workout to workout either by increasing total reps or 
intensity, producing a training effect which drives adaptation.

application of special exercises

The chart below gives us a guide for how to decide loading and repetition ranges 
for the special exercises of both the classic and weakness-focused workout. Skill 
drills are not included in the chart because they are used for technical 
reinforcement and do not need to be performed at progressively heavier loads. 
For some skill drills such as the line drill, there is no loading at all. The lifter should 
perform as many repetitions and sets of their chosen skill drill as needed to help 
engrain the correct movement patterns needed for the subsequent special 
exercise in the workout. General exercises are also not in this chart. Since we are 
not as concerned with improving the 1RM of general exercises, we do not need to 
program them through the same intensity zones as special exercises. 
Programming general exercises is addressed later, and guided primarily by the 
concept of rate of perceived exertion, or RPE.
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As we can see, the general trend for each intensity zone is that an increase in 
intensity is accompanied by a reduction in reps per set and total reps. The type 
of the workout, either maintenance or developmental, modifies the range of reps 
per set in order to manage the fatigue of each session.

Now that we have an idea about the relationship between intensity, reps per set, 
and total reps per exercise, we need to know how to assign intensity zones and 
rep ranges for different workouts. This is traditionally done by developing blocks 
of training that focus on different athletic qualities. For the purposes of this 
manual we will demonstrate how to build three types of training blocks: General 
Physical Preparedness (GPP), Strength, and a Peaking block. While training blocks 
can vary in length, the structure of the blocks in this manual will consist of three 
overloading weeks and one deloading week. These blocks are designed with up 
to four workouts per week, but can be modified as needed. For example, 
someone who can only train twice a week would just do days 1 and 2, while 
someone training four times a week would do days 1-4. We recommend running 
these training blocks in the order they are listed (GPP, Strength, Peaking).

Intensity
Zone

70-79%

80-89%

90%
and above

Reps Per Set Total Reps (per exercise)

Maintenance
Emphasis

Developmental
Emphasis Small Medium Large

2 3-4 8-10 12-16 18-22

1 2-3 6-9 10-14 15-18

1 1-2 1-3 4-6 6-8
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Maintenance workouts are colored in yellow and developmental workouts are 
in blue. The distribution of developmental and maintenance workouts varies by 
the type of training block due to differences in intensity. For example, in the GPP 
block there are more developmental workouts than in a strength or peaking block 
because the overall intensity of the GPP block is lower than the other blocks and 
thus less fatiguing. As the intensity of a block rises, the need for more 
maintenance workouts grows. Each block is described in detail below:

GPP
The GPP block is generally the furthest phase away from competition which 
means that training is less specific in nature and not directly focused at increas-
ing the maximum competition results. Weakness-focused workouts are performed 
at the beginning of the week and receive more volume than classic-focused work-
outs. Most exercises are done at lower intensities and with higher volumes than 
other training blocks. For those that compete in sports other than weightlifting, 
developing the snatch in a GPP block would work well during the off-season.
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Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Total Reps Per Exercise

Intensity Workout Focus Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4

70-79% Weakness 1 Medium Medium Large Medium

70-79% Weakness 2 Small Medium Large Small

80-89%

90+%

Classic

Classic

Small Small Med Small

Small Small Small SmallDay 4

PROGRESSION RULES
- Start at the low end of the intensity range increasing intensity week over week 
  by 1-3% only if intensity increases do not interfere with completing all of the reps 
  and sets
- For the GPP block total reps per exercise is the most important. Lifters should 
  pick whichever reps per set option allows for completing the total reps per 
  exercise with the best technique
- For total reps, lifters should start from the low end of the given range and try to 
  move to the high end throughout the block

STRENGTH
The strength block is defined by developing strength, technical skills, and 
performance in the snatch. The main variable of overload becomes the intensity of 
the exercises as this is the primary driver of strength gains. A reduction in 
volume from the previous block allows for this increase to occur. As in the GPP 
block, weakness-focused workouts are given priority, but they are now performed 
at higher intensities and lower volumes.
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Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Total Reps Per Exercise

Intensity Workout Focus Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4

80-89% Weakness 1 Large Medium Medium Small

80-89% Weakness 2 Medium Medium Small Small

90+%

70-79%

Classic

Classic

Small Small Small Small

Medium Small Small SmallDay 4

PROGRESSION RULES
- Start at the low end of the intensity range and increase week over week by 2-4%  
  if possible
- Lifters should pick whichever reps per set option allows them to complete the 
  total reps per exercise at the given intensity zones
- For total reps, start at the high end of the given range and work down to the low 
  end

PEAKING
The peaking block is the final phase of training before competition and is directed 
at improving skill with maximum intensities, and decaying fatigue from the 
previous training block. This is accomplished with a significant reduction in total 
volume and a limited number of workouts per week allowing for more recovery 
between very intense training sessions. In this block, classic-focused workouts are 
now given priority in the beginning of the week so that training can be more 
specific to the classic snatch in preparation of the 1RM test. On the days marked 
with an “x” the lifter can choose to either rest completely or perform the snatch 
progression in the beginning of the book with an empty barbell.
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Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Total Reps Per Exercise

Intensity Workout Focus Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4

90+% Classic Medium Medium Small Test 1 RM

90+% Classic Medium Medium Small X

80-89%

70-79%

Weakness 1

Weakness 2

Small Small X X

Small Small X XDay 4

PROGRESSION RULES
- Start at 90% and increase week over week by 1-3% if possible
- Lifters should pick whichever reps per set option allows them to complete the 
  total reps per exercise at the given intensity zones
- For total reps, start at the high end of the given range and work down to the low 
  end
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APPLICATION OF GENERAL EXERCISES
Since our goal is not necessarily to increase the 1RM of general exercises, rate of 
perceived exertion, or RPE, is used to manage the intensity of general 
exercises rather than using a percentage of 1RM. The differences between the 
two measures of intensity are the percentage of 1RM which identifies the absolute 
weight on the bar, while the RPE identifies how difficult the exercise feels on a 
given day of training. For those interested in learning more about the origins and 
applications of the RPE, I recommend this article by Dr. Eric Helms. Below is a 
chart from Dr. Mike Zourdos and colleagues about how to translate the numerical 
values of the RPE scale into the difficulty (perceived exertion) of a set of 
repetitions.

RESISTANCE EXERCISE-SPECIFIC RATING OF PERCEIVED EXERTION (RPE)

Rating Description of Perceived Exertion

10 Maximum Effort

9.5 No further repetitions but could increase load

9

8.5

8

7.5

7

5-6

3-4

1-2

1 repetition remaining

1-2 repetition remaining

2 repetition remaining

2-3 repetition remaining

3 repetition remaining

4-6 repetition remaining

Light effort

Little to no effort

https://www.strongerbyscience.com/autoregulation/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26049792
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PROGRESSION RULES
These rules apply for general exercise in both maintenance and developmental 
workouts
  GPP
  Start at the low end of reps per set and/or total reps and increase each week 
  keeping RPE constant
  Strength
  Start at the high end of reps per set and/or total reps and decrease each week.  
  For RPE, start at the low end and increase by RPE 1 each week
  Peaking
  Start at the high end of reps per set and/or total reps and decrease each week. 
  For RPE, start at the high end and decrease by RPE 1 each week

RPE Reps per Set Reps per Exercise

GPP 8-10 8-10 30-50

Strength 8-10 4-6 15-25

Peaking 8-10 3-5 12-18
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Below is a sample program built from the above programming guidelines. 
Intermediate lifters should be able to build similar blocks of training using their 
own technical errors.

- Sample primary weakness: Missing behind
- Secondary weakness: Power more than full
- Snatch sessions per week: 4

For our classic workouts we will do the full snatch and the snatch pull. For the pri-
mary weakness our exercises are 
- Special: Snatch w/ pause at knee
- General: Belt Squat

For the secondary weakness our exercises are
- Special: Snatch from hang above knee
- Special: Snatch balance
- General: Overhead Squat
                 Snatch Grip Press

sample program
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gpp

Day 1 70-79%

Intensity Workout 
focus Week 1 Week 2

Total Reps per Exercise

Week 3 Week 4

Miss
behind

Power
more 

than full

Classic

Classic

Snatch
w/ pause at 

knee 70% 4x3

Belt Squat
5x8 RPE8

Snatch
Balance
70% 3x3

Snatch Grip 
Press

5x8 RPE8

Snatch
80% 3x2

Snatch Pull
80% 3x2

Snatch
90% 1-3x1

Snatch Pull
90% 1-3x1

Snatch
w/ pause at 

knee 70% 5x3

Belt Squat
5x9 RPE8

Snatch
Balance
70% 4x3

Snatch Grip 
Press

5x9 RPE8

Snatch
80% 4x2

Snatch Pull
80% 4x2

Snatch
90% 1-3x1

Snatch Pull
90% 1-3x1

Snatch
w/ pause at 

knee 70% 6x3

Belt Squat
5x10 RPE8

Snatch
Balance
70% 6x3

Snatch Grip 
Press

5x10 RPE8

Snatch
80% 5x2

Snatch Pull
80% 5x2

Snatch
90% 1-3x1

Snatch Pull
90% 1-3x1

Snatch
w/ pause at 

knee 70% 4x2

Belt Squat
5x8 RPE8

Snatch
Balance
70% 4x2

Snatch Grip 
Press

5x8 RPE8

Snatch
80% 3x2

Snatch Pull
80% 3x2

Snatch
90% 1-3x1

Snatch Pull
90% 1x1

Day 2 70-79%

Day 3 80-89%

Day 4 90+%
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strength

Day 1 80-89%

Intensity Workout 
focus Week 1 Week 2

Total Reps per Exercise

Week 3 Week 4

Miss
behind

Power
more 

than full

Classic

Classic

Snatch w/ 
pause at knee 
80-84% 5x3

Belt Squat
5x5 RPE8

Hang Snatch
above knee
80-84% 4x3

Snatch Grip 
Press

5x5 RPE8

Snatch
90% 3x1

Snatch Pull
90-94% 3x1

Snatch
70% 6x2

Snatch Pull
70% 6x2

Snatch w/ 
pause at knee 
82-87% 4x3

Belt Squat
4x5 RPE9

Hang Snatch
above knee
82-87% 5x2

Snatch Grip 
Press

4x5 RPE9

Snatch
90% 3x1

Snatch Pull
90-94% 3x1

Snatch
70% 4x2

Snatch Pull
70% 4x2

Snatch w/ 
pause at knee 
84-89% 5x2

Belt Squat
3x5 RPE10

Hang Snatch
above knee
84-89% 3x2

Snatch Grip 
Press

3x5 RPE10

Snatch
90% 3x1

Snatch Pull
90-94% 3x1

Snatch
70% 4x2

Snatch Pull
70% 4x2

Snatch w/ 
pause at knee 

80% 6x1

Belt Squat
3x5 RPE8

Hang Snatch
above knee

80% 6x1

Snatch Grip 
Press

3x5 RPE8

Snatch
90% 1x1

Snatch Pull
90% 3x1

Snatch
70% 4x2

Snatch Pull
70% 4x2

Day 2 80-89%

Day 3 90+%

Day 4 70-79%
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peaking

Day 1 90+%

Intensity Workout 
focus Week 1 Week 2

Total Reps per Exercise

Week 3 Week 4

Miss
behind

Power
more 

than full

Classic

Classic

Snatch
90-94% 3x2

Snatch Pull
90-94% 3x2

Snatch
90% 4x1

Snatch Pull
90% 4x1

Snatch w/ 
pause at knee

80% 6x1

Belt Squat
3x6 RPE10

Snatch Balance
70% 4x2

Snatch Grip
Press

3x6 RPE10

Snatch
92-97% 4x1

Snatch Pull
92-97% 4x1

Snatch
90% 4x1

Snatch Pull
90% 4x1

Snatch w/ 
pause at knee

80% 6x1

Belt Squat
3x4 RPE9

Snatch Balance
70% 4x2

Snatch Grip
Press

3x4 RPE9

Snatch
94-99% 3x1

Snatch Pull
94-99% 3x1

Snatch
90% 2x1

Snatch Pull
90% 2x1

Test 1RM

No Training

No TrainingNo Training

No TrainingNo Training

Day 2 90+%

Day 3 80-89%

Day 4 70-79%

Lifters should expect to hit PRs by the end of the peaking block, in which case 
the program can be repeated by starting over with a GPP block, using one’s new 
1RM. Technique should be assessed to determine if new weakness-focused 
workouts need to be chosen in order to address a different set of technical errors.

If lifter’s do not hit PRs after three blocks of training, we recommend a few 
modifications. If training did not feel challenging enough options include:
- Increasing total reps per exercise and/or intensity more aggressively in the GPP  
  block
- Increasing intensity more aggressively in the Strength block
- Decreasing total reps per exercise more gradually in the Strength block
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If training felt too challenging options include:
- Increase total reps per exercise and/or intensity more gradually in the GPP block
- Increase intensity more gradually in the Strength block
- Decrease total reps per exercise more aggressively in the Strength block

If the lifter is not sure if training was too hard or too easy, a simple way to check is 
to see how many lifts were missed in training. If multiple lifts are missed each 
session, this may indicate that training is too challenging. If the lifter is never 
missing and does not feel fatigued after most sessions, this may indicate training 
is not challenging enough.

This concludes the snatch manual. Below is a glossary of various equipment that 
can be used to support the performance of the snatch. 
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equipment glossary

SHOES
Weightlifting shoes are unique due to their elevated heel which is usually between 
0.5in and 1in and made of either hard plastic or wood. There are two major 
benefits that weightlifting shoes offer over other athletic shoes. First, the added 
heel height allows for more comfortable and stable positions at the start of the lift 
and the bottom of the catch position. The other major benefit is that the solidity 
of the sole transfers force into the ground better than a soft athletic shoe. 

Know the Rules: Weightlifting shoes are not required in competition but highly 
recommended for all skill levels. There are no heel height regulations for 
weightlifting shoes.
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BELTS
Weightlifting belts vary in material, thickness and buckling mechanism. Like 
weightlifting shoes, they are not required for competition and use is determined 
by personal preference. I would suggest that most people try to use a belt when 
they snatch at least to see how it feels. The two most common types of belts are 
leather belts with a prong buckle, and a nylon belt secured with a large velcro 
strap. Leather belts often range in thickness 6mm/.25in to 13mm/.5in. 
The downside to this style is the limited number of holes and the spacing of those 
holes limits how tight or loose one can make the belt. Leather belts are often 
stiffer than nylon belts and can be uncomfortable for people with relatively short 
torsos. Nylon belts are relatively soft and can be more comfortable on lifters with 
shorter torsos. The velcro strap also allows the lifter to tighten the belt more 
precisely than a leather belt, but they may not offer the same feeling of support. 
Further, nylon belts often do not last as long as leather belts due to the 
deterioration of the velcro strap. I suggest experimenting with and without a belt 
for the snatch to determine preference.

Know the rules: IWF allows a maximum height of the belt to be no more than 
100mm (USAW allows 4 inches or 102mm). There is no restriction on how thick a 
belt can be. 
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STRAPS
Straps are usually made from nylon or leather and can be used to relieve the 
stress of gripping the barbell during snatches, snatch pulls, or deadlifts. 

When to use straps in training is ultimately up to individual preference with 
respect to grip strength and comfort level. My preference is for lifters to abstain 
from using straps when performing the full snatch, and to reserve their use for 
pulls and accessory work if needed. This option reduces the wear and tear on a 
lifter’s hands without impacting performance of the full snatch. If a lifter chooses 
to use straps in training for the full snatch they should be mindful of how it affects 
their grip strength and should still frequently snatch without straps.
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The three basic strategies for using straps are:

1. No straps on the classic lifts, straps used on pulls or accessory work as needed.
    This is the best option because it allows the lifter to take advantage of the use 
    of straps to save their hands but doesn’t have much of a negative impact on the 
    performance of the snatch. 

2. Straps on the snatch and snatch variations as needed but not on heavy days, 
    straps on pulls or accessories whenever needed. 
    This option is okay, but it often starts with good intentions but then degrades  
    to using straps all the time on lifts because the lifter becomes accustomed to it. 
    If a lifter chooses this strategy, they should be strict about when they use     
    straps. 

3. Straps use without any restrictions. 
    This is only permissible if the lifter has zero issues with grip strength. 
    This option is not recommended for beginners. 

Know the rules: Straps are not allowed in competition.
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THUMB TAPE
Thumb tape is used to alleviate discomfort that may come with using the hook 
grip. Use of thumb tape is up to personal preference.
 
Know the rules: Thumb tape is allowed in competition but the tape cannot be 
completely covering the tip of the thumb.
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WRIST WRAPS
Wrist wraps are used to support the wrist and hand in the overhead position of 
the snatch. Wrist wraps come in different styles and materials from thin cloth 
wraps to heavy leather supports with buckles. Using wrist wraps is a personal 
preference and can alleviate some discomfort when holding the bar overhead. 

Know the rules: IWF rules allow the maximum size of the wrist wrap to be 100mm 
(or 4inches in USAW)  the wrap itself cannot extend over the area of the hand.
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KNEE SLEEVES and KNEE WRAPS
Knee sleeves and wraps are another optional piece of equipment that may 
provide a sense of stability or comfort during the snatch. Sleeves and wraps come 
in many materials and vary in thickness and size. Choosing one over the other, or 
forgoing them altogether, is up to personal preference. Knee sleeves are less 
adjustable than wraps, but more convenient since they do not require wrapping. 
This ease of use can come in handy during a competition if a lifter is short on time. 
Wraps are all things that sleeves are not, they can be wrapped to fit a lifter’s 
exact preferences, but they also require more time to put on correctly, potentially 
causing problems during the heat of competition. While thicker material for both 
sleeves and wraps can offer the feeling of more support, it may also reduce 
comfort and range of motion at the knee joint. 

Know the rules: All knee sleeves and wraps are allowed in competition.
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